PHOTO

The global standard

2013 Pulitzer Prize: Feature Photography © AFP / Javier Manzano

World Press Photo 2014: Spot News Singles - First prize © AFP / Philippe Lopez

World Press Photo 2015: Spot News Singles - First prize © AFP / Bülent Kiliç
AFP sets the benchmark in this domain, rewarded every year with the most prestigious international photojournalism awards.

- One of the world’s largest image databases
- Instant access to searched content, easy and intuitive navigation on AFP Forum
- AFP’s thematic and geographic richness compiled with photo collections from over 50 of the leading partner agencies: Getty, Anadolu Agency, Presse Sports, Image Source, Photononstop...
- Regularly updated editorial animation with selections and thematic folders, retrospectives, anniversaries and best-of
- On-demand photoshoot services

The agency benefits from the most advanced technical shooting, collection and delivery means in order to feed clients in real-time 24/7.

36 million
ARCHIVED PHOTOS FROM
THE ORIGINS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

3,000 TO 6,000
NEW PHOTOS PER DAY

500
PHOTOJOURNALISTS AND EDITORS

Themes

- Top international and French stories: politics, diplomacy, economics, society, sports, culture, entertainment, science & technology, offbeat
- All the latest pictures by geographic zone thanks to regionalized feeds (North America, Latin America, Europe, France, Africa, Middle East, Asia-Pacific)
- Topics and thematic folders every month to enrich the news

Editorial formats

- Coverage schedule: in real-time 24/7
- Daily production advisories
- Filter your search results: image types (editorial or creative), composition, keywords, geolocation and IPTC categories

Subscription models

- AFP Photo wire access
- Per unit or quota access via AFP Forum
- On-demand photoshoots
- Ready-to-use slideshows

Technical formats

- Image resolution: up to 36 million pixels
- Download formats: HD, 768 pixels, 512 pixels with IPTC information
- Delivery via satellite, FTP and AFP Forum